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T he roasTed pike wiTh green sorrel verjuice 
was amazing; Mainon held a piece on her tongue and 
relished the flavor. The scents from the other dishes 

arrayed on the table—artistically prepared marine and freshwater 
fish—competed for her attention. It had been quite some time 
since she’d dined in so lavish a place.

The chairs were thickly padded and covered with expensive 
red brocade, the floor was gleaming marble, and the table made of 
a polished wood so dark it looked like a patch of a starless night 
sky come to ground. Soft music drifted from behind a silk curtain, 
a reed instrument and a harp, and a third instrument she couldn’t 
identify. Everything seemed carefully designed to delight all the 
senses.

She thought to compliment her host, but remained silent, not 
wanting him to know she was pleased and impressed. If she’d 
been in her home city she would have made arrangements to talk 
to the chef and urge him to share a recipe or two, for the pike in 
particular. But she was a full day’s ride from home, visiting the port 
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city of Nyrill. So she simply continued to savor the meal, take in 
the surroundings, and scrutinize her host.

Ilarion was a noble of the merchant house of D’multek, a 
handsome man with oiled, dark hair, even olive skin, and wide, 
dark eyes that caught her stare and held it. Despite his voluminous 
robe, she could tell he had a muscular build. She’d researched him, 
a man born to wealth who in his relatively short life had managed 
to considerably increase his family’s holdings. Even his upcoming 
wedding would further expand his business and influence. He 
had chosen a bride from the nearby country of Crullfeld, from a 
family nearly equal to his own in riches. Mainon learned of the 
bride, too—Erleene Hawe—who, at twenty-two, was a dozen years 
younger than Ilarion. She was said to be the oldest daughter of a 
cloth merchant. Erleene was not present at this feast.

Mainon was far from her own beautiful self this day. Her long 
black hair was coiled around her head in a tight braid and tinted 
by a simple magical glamor that rendered it a flat earthen brown. 
The same spell made her brilliant green eyes a dull gray and gave 
her a scar that ran from the base of her right ear down her neck. 
She wore ash-colored silk robes with a faint green trim, making 
her appear almost drab.

“I nearly did not come to this meeting, Ilarion,” Mainon said. 
She took a sip from a crystal goblet filled with a pale gold wine. 
The wine was a little too dry; the only spot of imperfection in the 
elaborate meal. “I prefer to meet clients on my own terms and in 
places of my choosing. It is rare I make an exception. And I did 
not appreciate dealing with messengers upon messengers to set 
this up.” She took another sip and found it a little better. Perhaps 
it was an acquired taste.

Ilarion quietly regarded her before speaking, creases forming 
in his brow as if he measured what to say. “There was no choice 
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regarding the situation, the messengers upon messengers, milady.” 
His voice was rich and deep and Mainon wondered if he sang.
“Given my position in this city, this meeting had to be on my 

terms, and with my requirements.” He leaned forward, elbows 
resting on either side of his plate. “But obviously my messengers 
intrigued you just enough. You are here, after all.”

Mainon allowed herself a slight smile. “I am here until I finish 
this meal. Speak quickly.”

Before he could continue, the waiter brought desert, and 
Mainon did not hesitate to sample it. A mashed pear tart, baked 
in butter, rose water, and sugar, it was dusted with cinnamon and 
ginger and served in a small pie shell.

Ilarion watched the server depart. “I’ve a need to hire you, 
milady.”

“And the target?” 
“I have a seer in my employ who I consult on various matters. 

Three days past he relayed to me a vision most disturbing. He 
warned me that an assassin has been hired to kill me before my 
wedding to Erleene. She is not at this dinner because I do not 
want her to know about the assassin. I wish no worries on my 
new bride.” His once musical voice was strained now. “The seer 
believes someone does not want our houses joined and my power 
expanded. Thus I had my messengers find you, she who is said to 
be the best assassin in this part of the world. I want you to kill the 
one who has been hired to kill me. Kill the killer, so to speak.” He 
leaned back in his chair and waited for Mainon’s response. “You 
haven’t much time. The wedding ceremony is in two days. Please, 
milady, help me.”

She glanced at the men around the table and stationed in 
corners; considerable security for Ilarion. It would be difficult for 
an assassin to get past them. With a silent spell, she discerned the 
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noble wore magical baubles to further protect him, as did some of 
his guards. She wondered why such a man with so many layers of 
insulation would fear that an assassin could succeed.

Could she succeed?
“I have no faith in seers, Ilarion. Oracular magic is unreliable, 

and most who claim to command it are fakirs. Prophecies speak 
only to possibilities. The future is not guaranteed.”

Could she succeed in assassinating Ilarion?
Perhaps, she decided, that would be the way to approach it. 

How would she go about killing Ilarion? That might lead her to 
the one sent to kill him.

“Nonetheless, Ilarion, consider me hired.”


nyrill’s pooresT lived near the docks. Mainon saw 
that the colors were dreary, the air filled with the scent of fish and 
filth, and many of the people looked beaten down by their own 
misfortune. Some had no homes and wore and carried all their 
possessions; it was the same in her home city, they were just spread 
out in various districts there, not concentrated in one place. 

Farther from the sea, the view improved and the air smelled 
cleaner. As the land rose, so did the level of society. Like cream, 
the wealthy floated to the top.

Ilarion’s manse was perched high atop the bluffs that overlooked 
Nyrill. The richest of the city’s residents built their homes on the 
bluffs; the higher their elevation, the more wealth they commanded. 
Only a few mansions were farther up than Ilarion’s.

A veritable palace, she considered his manor house, for it 
was that lavishly decorated. She spotted crystal and gold in every 
room, expensive incense burning, and not the smallest speck of dust 
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anywhere. She shook off the unaccustomed envy of his great wealth; 
she’d been in several such dwellings before, though admittedly none 
were quite this opulent.

Mainon decided to make a much more thorough inspection of 
the manse and grounds when she finished meeting Ilarion’s staff. 
She was introduced to advisors and guards, accountants, librarians, 
poets, artists, musicians ... so many people she could recall only a 
few names and conjure up flashing images of faces.

Xeno Icculus, however, she had no trouble committing to 
memory.

The seer politely bowed and extended his hand. “I told Ilarion 
to hire the very best assassin his coin could buy.” Xeno’s voice was 
commanding, but raspy, and that coupled with a yellow tinge to 
his thin fingers and the corners of his lips showed that he indulged 
in smoking water pipes. “My incantations revealed that to be you.”

“Then reveal something of yourself to me,” Mainon returned 
almost too quickly. “It would only be fair.”

The pair sat in a room filled with gilded harps and other musical 
instruments that appeared to be more for show than intended for 
use. The walls were painted a dark burgundy, matching the rugs on 
the floor, but enough light spilled in through the window to reveal 
the faint lines on the seer’s patrician face.

His brown hair and beard were cut short, a little gray showing 
throughout, but mostly at his temples. Well into middle years, she 
judged, but striking in appearance. His fair skin, made all the paler 
by rich brown robes so dark they appeared black, suggested he was 
from a faraway land, and his thin arms and long neck made him 
look birdlike.

“I am a true seer,” he began, waving a hand with a theatrical 
flourish.

Or a good actor, Mainon thought. He had the voice and manner 
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of a thespian. Did he really see Ilarion’s demise? Could he in truth 
foresee the future?

“I work the caravan routes occasionally, not wanting to limit 
myself to any one city for an extended length of time. Ilarion would 
like to consider me one of his employees, but this is not the case. 
While I accept coins from the man—for my services—it is not a 
formal or permanent arrangement. I spend a fair amount of my 
days in Crullfeld ... and in a few nearby countries as well.”

A silence settled between the two, Mainon studying Xeno’s 
eyes. They didn’t blink. He didn’t look away. There was no nervous 
twitch, only a steady gaze, and she swore she saw herself mirrored 
in his pupils. She pulled in a deep breath, casting an enchantment 
at the same time, and scenting the magic about him.

“And I am a more powerful wielder of the eldritch energies 
than most in this city,” he continued. “Certainly more practiced 
than those in Ilarion’s steady employ. Stronger in the arcane arts 
than you. But no doubt you’ve just discovered all of that.”

She cocked her head. There indeed was that much magic about 
him.

“Are you still skeptical of me, Mainon?”
She released a breath she’d been holding and turned to look 

out the window. “I am always skeptical of seers.”
“Safer that way,” he said. “But safer for Ilarion that he is not 

so skeptical and believes my vision. Had he not believed me, he 
would not have hired you. Had he not hired you, there would be 
no wedding, only a funeral.”

“You might actually be genuine.” There was hesitation in her 
voice.

He didn’t reply.
“So I will take this threat against Ilarion very seriously.”
“Safer that way for him.” Xeno stood and brushed at the folds 
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in his robe until the garment hung straight. “As I said, my spells 
revealed that you are the best. This evening I will show you my 
vision that led to your hiring. First, I trust you’ll want to more 
closely explore the grounds. I understand that you’ve been to the 
city before, but never so high up on the hill.”


one day To go until the wedding, and the kitchen buzzed 
with hushed conversations from a dozen men and women working 
to prepare complicated pastries that were being kept chilled by a 
wizard in Ilarion’s employ. Castles made of sugar, swans sculpted of 
various confections, lilac-tinted pie crusts that would hold ... what? 
Berries? Chocolate? Something deadly for the groom?

Mainon’s sense of smell was acute and her eyes keen, but she 
did not pick up anything amiss. Spell after spell revealed nothing 
poisonous ... nothing poisonous at this particular moment in time. 
Did Ilarion have tasters who would first be sampling everything 
on the wedding plate? Of course, she told herself. Still, poison 
remained a possibility; it was a method she would have considered 
were the contract to kill him hers.

The laundry was next, an oppressive, hot, stone room below 
ground where the steam swirled as thick as fog on an early-morning 
river bank. Here only women toiled, hair plastered to the sides of 
their heads and sweat stains deep in their garments. From time to 
time a long-nosed man came in to observe and bark orders. Mainon 
found no trace of poison in the soap or water, nothing anywhere.

She spiraled up and out, discovering magical wards that nearly 
caught her, guards stationed in shadowy niches, paintings with 
false eyes where more guards peered through to watch those who 
traipsed the halls. In the courtyards beyond she found enchanted 
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snares—nothing lethal, but all of them designed to catch and firmly 
hold a trespasser. A good assassin could get by them all, she noted. 
She had. And no doubt many of the wards would be rendered 
ineffective on the wedding day, Ilarion not wanting any guests to 
be offended.

A good assassin could get onto the grounds and into the manse, 
especially someone well dressed and appearing to have an invitation.

She strolled by neighboring manor houses, pressing herself 
against garden walls and listening to pieces of conversation when 
“Ilarion” or “Erleene” were mentioned.

“He marries not for love,” someone said. “He marries only to 
add to his wealth.”

“She is beautiful. I could spend the rest of my days living in 
the glow from her smile.”

“Ilarion wants to own the very top of the bluff, to have no one 
perched above him. This wedding will guarantee that.”

“There were local women he could have had his pick from, 
beauties all of them. And from good families, too.”

“Our daughter ... he once considered her.” Mainon made note 
of this particular residence. She would discover who lived here and 
if there was animosity between them and Ilarion. “Too close to his 
own age, our daughter. Not young enough.”

“Ilarion will put on a display the likes of which this city has 
never seen. I’ve heard they’ve been preparing cakes for weeks.”

“He’ll not live to see his first child born. There’s talk of an 
assassin.” Mainon found more than one home where this rumor 
flowed.

A good assassin could indeed succeed, she decided as she picked 
her way back to Ilarion’s manse. But it would take a very good 
assassin to get back out undetected. The assassin would have a 
masterful disguise, perhaps looking like one of the groom’s close 
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friends or guards, and would need a considerable amount of magical 
talent.

Mainon’s mind churned with the possibilities of how she would 
approach it. Perhaps Xeno’s “vision” would give her a clue.


“welcome, skepTical mainon.” Xeno gestured to 
a velvet-covered cushion in the center of a small room.

There were no pieces of traditional furniture, just cushions 
spread across thick rugs. The room was heavily draped and lit by 
lamps that hung from the walls at regular intervals. Oil residue 
streaks extending up the walls from the lamp bowls hinted that 
the drapes were rarely opened.

She sat cross-legged on the cushion he’d indicated, back straight 
and shoulders square. He took up a position opposite her on a 
cushion that was not so plush. One he sat on often and had mashed 
down over time? She noted his eyes were glossy, and she detected a 
trace of flowery tobacco scent on his robes. Xeno had been smoking 
a water pipe recently. Did he need them for his visions?

“I trust you completed a most thorough inspection of the 
grounds?”

She continued to study him and the surroundings. The room 
seemed out of place compared to the rest of those in the manse, dark 
and nothing outwardly valuable in it. She hadn’t noticed the door to 
it on her first two passes through Ilarion’s home. Perhaps it had been 
magically masked. She would have to take another walk through 
the residence, this with a more careful eye and enchantments at 
hand to discover if there were other such secret rooms where an 
assassin might find a secure hiding place.

Xeno said something else, but she missed the first several words, 
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caught up in thoughts about the manse.
“I came here to see this vision of yours,” she answered. She 

drummed her slender fingers against her arm, making no attempt 
to disguise her impatience.

“My time is limited, too. Shall we begin?” He closed his eyes 
and rested his elbows against his knees, arms outstretched and 
palms up, fingers splayed wide.

Theatrical, she judged, a true wielder of magic needed few 
gestures or special poses; she needed only her mind and an 
occasional bauble to augment her natural talents. She peered at 
him closer, finding all four rings on his right hand pulsing with a 
steady, but faint dweomer. There was a magical pendant around his 
neck, and something under his robe that she couldn’t see.

His lips moved and he spoke an archaic language that sounded 
vaguely familiar. An incantation, certainly, and when he finished 
an image formed between them.

“Ilarion,” Mainon said.
“As he will be dressed tomorrow on his wedding day.”
“You’ve seen the cloak and shirt?” They were shot through with 

gold thread, the fabric a creamy silk that shimmered in a light that 
cut through swirling shadows and came from somewhere within 
the vision.

The seer shook his head. “His wedding garb is secret, only seen 
by himself and his closest attendants. I merely know this to be a 
piece of time plucked from tomorrow.”

“Before the ceremony?”
He shrugged. “Yes, but how soon before I cannot say. This sort 

of magic is not so precise ... as I believe you’ve pointed out to Ilarion 
and myself before. Continue to watch, please.”

Shadows deepened around Ilarion, whether from candles and 
lamps flickering or people moving around close, but out of range of 
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the vision. Curtains fluttering? A cape billowing? Mainon strained 
to make it out, but instead locked onto Ilarion’s face. His once 
handsome visage suddenly contorted in pain and his mouth opened. 
He screamed, but no sound came from the image. It was long, and 
she imagined shrill, his agony obviously intense. He twitched and 
dropped to his knees, writhing and contorting in ways his limbs 
weren’t designed to move. Sweat beads blossomed on his skin and 
dampened his wedding garb. A moment later tiny blossoms of 
blood erupted on the creamy fabric, as if invisible darts had been 
thrown at him from all directions.

The gyrations continued for uncomfortable long minutes before 
Ilarion stopped breathing. A line of black blood spilled from his 
mouth.

A quick death, she favored dispensing. More dignity in it for 
her and her target. But this assassin? There was malice involved. 
This assassin didn’t just want Ilarion dead, but to suffer mightily.

Mainon stared at her client’s face, frozen in torture. A shudder 
danced down her spine, chasing away the last of her skepticism in 
Xeno’s arcane skills.

“And Erleene?”
Xeno drew his lips into a thin line. “I’ve had no visions of her. 

I believe she is safe from the assassin’s wrath. She is the eldest of 
five girls, so killing her would not prevent the houses from merging. 
Ilarion would simply choose the next daughter in line, then the 
next. The marriage is for power, milady.” His breath whistled out 
between his teeth. “But slaying my friend Ilarion ends the potential 
merger. Ilarion is an only child. Can you stop this? Prevent my 
vision from becoming real? Can you save my friend?”

“That is what I have been hired to do.” She rose from the 
cushion and padded toward the door.

“Then hopefully his coin is being well spent.”
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Where would Ilarion be when the attack would come? When? 
Her repeated questioning of Xeno yielded no more information. 
He’d said if he could provide that information, Ilarion wouldn’t 
have needed to employ her.

“And ... milady … please find something more appropriate to 
wear for the ceremony tomorrow.”

She glanced down at her ash gray robes and left Xeno’s hidden 
room.

An hour later, she pinned one of Ilarion’s guards to the floor 
outside the kitchen. He was wiry and squirmed beneath her, legs 
bucking and sending her off him and against the wall. Mainon’s 
head struck hard and she bit down on her bottom lip to keep her 
focus. Then she leaped at him again, drawing a knife from a sheath 
on her calf and going for his throat.

He’d done nothing suspicious, said nothing to alert her that 
something was amiss. But she’d seen him two days past at the 
inn where she dined on the delicious pike, and again yesterday 
during her tour of the grounds. She spotted him moments ago after 
making another pass through the laundry when she searched for 
the garments she saw Ilarion wearing in the seer’s vision. And she 
saw him heartbeats past outside the kitchen. He could not be in 
two places at the same time, and she doubted he was a twin. He’d 
used magic to borrow a regular guard’s visage. A quick incantation 
confirmed that he wore a spell to mask his appearance—similar to 
the one she wore to color her hair and give her a scar.

The man was graceful as a cat, and stronger than his lithe frame 
hinted. He rolled to the side and jumped to his feet as she came 
at him again. A knife flashed from the folds of his tabard and met 
hers in a deft parry. For an instant his face blurred, as if he had 
trouble both maintaining his illusory image and fighting her. She 
didn’t worry that he might have an associate sneaking up behind 
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her; assassins with very few exceptions worked alone.
“Who paid you?” she hissed, knowing full well that if he was 

good at his trade, he wouldn’t answer.
His reply was a gob of spittle aimed at her face. She blinked, and 

in that instant he lunged at her, dropping in a crouch and slashing 
up with his knife. The blade looked wet. Poison, she suspected, as 
she spun out of its path and managed to come up to the man’s side.

He was fast, definitely skilled, she judged. Not her equal, but 
close. They danced in the hall outside the kitchen, the fight making 
little noise—the swish of his tabard and cloak and her silk robe, the 
soft clank of their knives meeting. But suddenly a crash intruded, 
the sound drawing his eyes away from Mainon for just an instant. 
A woman had emerged from the kitchen. She’d been carrying a 
tray heavy with crystal goblets. Startled, she’d dropped the tray and 
the resulting crash gave Mainon the edge she needed.

Mainon pivoted away from the assassin and slipped up behind 
him, rammed her knife into his back, the blade sliding between 
ribs and finding his lungs. He dropped to his knees as the kitchen 
woman screamed.

“Stay back!” Mainon warned as a trio of workers emerged from 
the kitchen, all of them gasping and pointing, one flailing at the 
air with a big wooden spoon. The assassin was dying, but remained 
a threat.

He tried to suck in a breath, but instead made a gurgling, 
wheezing sound. The woman with the spoon screamed when blood 
bubbled from his lips. In a last measure of defiance, he swung his 
knife wildly, catching Mainon’s robe. She twisted the fabric and 
tugged the blade out of his grasp, then stabbed him in the throat 
with it. The woman who had dropped the goblets fell in a swoon.

Within moments, the sound of rhythmic footsteps filled the 
hall as real guards arrived. Mainon retrieved her knife and wiped 
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the blade on the dead assassin’s cloak. His face was much different 
now, thickly lined around the eyes, as if he’d often squinted into 
the sun, his hair thin like a wispy cobweb. She found a pouch of 
empty vials on him and discretely pocketed it, along with a ring 
that had the tingle of magic to it—her prize from the encounter. 
Then she edged away as more curious workers gathered.

Mainon had smelled something about the assassin—coriander, 
nutmeg, and other spices. He’d been in the kitchen, and that’s where 
she went now. She focused her magic through her senses, fingers 
playing along the outside of the vials as she went, thumb rubbing 
against one like it was a worry stone.

“There and there and there.” Poison in one of the wedding 
cakes, in the swan-shaped confection, and in a pastry boat that 
was taking shape. She found four more deadly delicacies before 
she pronounced the rest of the food safe. Poison was a method she 
would have considered to kill Ilarion, though she would not have 
used such a virulent, slow-acting one as this assassin had employed. 
Where had he acquired it? Who paid him to do it? Though she’d 
been in the city a few times before, she didn’t know enough of its 
shadowy places to ferret out those answers quickly.

“Mainon.” Xeno had entered so silently she hadn’t heard him.
She whirled and pointed to the tainted treats.
“Indeed, my friend hired the best in you, milady. The vision 

of Ilarion dying before his wedding? I can no longer conjure it.” 
He released a deep breath, and the lines on his face relaxed. “The 
threat is passed. My thanks to you. My friend will survive and 
enjoy his wedding.”

Mainon, however, knew she would not consider herself 
successful until after Ilarion was married and the houses legally 
joined.
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erleene was beauTiful. Tall and thin, with a heart-
shaped face ringed in golden curls, she was escorted across the 
grounds on the arm of her father. Her dress was pale yellow, the 
shade of the sun dappling on a still pond, and it glistened in artful 
patterns where tiny gems and seed pearls had been sewn. Flowers 
were woven in her hair; more flowers circled her wrists and waist. 

The late afternoon ceremony was in the principal garden, and 
the weather cooperated. Mainon perched herself on a balcony 
where she could overlook everything. She didn’t want to take the 
chance that on the ground she might miss some nefarious activity 
in the press of guests and attendants. Athletic, she could leap to 
the ground without hesitation should trouble arise.

“I shouldn’t worry,” she whispered. She’d inspected the grounds 
twice, the manse until her feet ached. Xeno and she cast spells 
that would make it almost impossible for someone to magically 
disguise themselves as the assassin had outside the kitchen. She’d 
even dropped her own guise and wore an appropriately stunning 
gown—though not one so voluminous it would slow her movements.

But she worried nonetheless. She was being paid too well not 
to worry.

Music filled the courtyard as Ilarion arrived at the altar. Mainon 
continued to watch the crowd, not allowing herself to enjoy the 
pageantry, though both her client and his seer had encouraged 
her to. And then before she realized it, the wedding was over. A 
cheer erupted, crashing toward her like a wave. The guests—she 
estimated three hundred—followed Ilarion and Erleene inside. 
Music filtered out of a window below her, followed by the clink 
of glasses, gentle laughter, and the murmur of well-wishers. The 
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scents of roasted meat and spiced vegetables drifted out and made 
her mouth water. Mainon had never cared for weddings, but she 
always enjoyed a good wedding feast.

One final meal at this fine, fine residence, and then she would 
gladly head home.

The festivities lasted well into the evening, the guests consuming 
more food and drink than she thought possible. Couples, some of 
whom had overindulged, tottered on the dance floor and stepped 
on each others’ robes and skirts.

Later, Mainon, who had also overindulged, stood before Ilarion 
and Erleene, Xeno hovering behind the couple and beaming.

“I bid you farewell,” Mainon said, nodding to her client. “And 
I wish you both a good, long life together.” She said nothing else, 
guessing that Ilarion still had not mentioned the threat of an 
assassin to his bride.

“And I give you my gratitude.” Ilarion bowed deeply, his smile 
reaching his eyes. “Safe journey home.” He paused and gave her a 
wink. “You’ll find something in the stable with your horse.” Softer: 
“What we agreed upon…and a little more.” Then Ilarion turned 
to face his wife. “And now let us retire to our chamber, my sweet. 
The night is not through with us yet.”

Mainon wove her way between a portly man and his even 
portlier wife who were trying to keep up to music that had just 
turned lively. Once outside, she breathed deep, taking all the 
flowery scents of the garden far into her lungs, the fragrances more 
preferable to the warring perfumes of the guests.

She’d nearly reached the stable when she spun and ran back 
to the manse. She hadn’t been able to enjoy any of the day, not 
the meal or the music or the expensive wine. Something had been 
festering at the back of her mind, something she couldn’t place 
and something that wouldn’t go away. She’d been turning all of 
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the possibilities over and over. 
The threat passed.
The threat passed?
She’d caught the assassin with his poison outside the kitchen 

yesterday.
The poisoned food discarded.
The ceremony finished and the houses joined.
The seer’s vision quashed.
The seer.
The threat passed?
She’d come to know his many expressions, and the one he 

displayed several minutes ago was new to her. He was beaming, his 
face practically glowing, and his eyes were on Erleene. Xeno gazed 
at the young girl with deep affection. Covetously so.

Mainon cursed herself for not remaining skeptical about 
oracular magic and the seer himself and urged herself faster still.

She dashed through the main hall, narrowly avoiding a throng 
of guests who were leaving, and once past the dining room she 
vaulted over a maid scrubbing at something that had been spilled 
on an ornate carpet. She took the stairs three at a time, skirt hiked 
up above her knees and dagger sheaths on her legs showing.

Within a handful of heartbeats she was outside Ilarion’s 
bedchamber door. A moment more and she was in, eyes adjusting 
to the darkness. Only a single candle burned by the bed.

“Xeno!” She shouted the seer’s name to get the attention of 
Ilarion and his bride. “Xeno, show yourself !”

Shadows shifted near the bed, then a curtain a few feet away 
fluttered in a slight breeze. The shadows drifted closer to her.

“What outrage!” Ilarion said. He’d been in the process of taking 
off his exquisite cream-colored garment, the one in the seer’s vision. 
“What is the—”
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The shadows reminded her of what she’d seen around Ilarion 
in that vision.

“Xeno!”
“How did you know?” the shadows asked.
Before she could answer, the shadows swirled around her and 

took her breath. She scented the poison, like had been in the empty 
vials and on the assassin’s knife, the same virulent stuff that promised 
a long, horrible death. She kicked out, connecting with something 
solid in the shadowy mass, the impact chasing away the shadow-
spell Xeno had been maintaining.

“Xeno!” This time it was Ilarion who cried the seer’s name. 
“Traitor!”

“The real assassin,” Mainon said when she regained her breath. 
She pressed her attack, hands and feet furiously pummeling the 
seer. She had to keep him from casting another spell, as she feared 
he was indeed more skilled with magic than she. Her attacks were 
not so masterful as usual, they were desperate, almost maniacal, 
but it worked to achieve her purpose.

He was not her match physically, and she wore him down 
before turning his own dagger upon him and driving it in his chest. 
Mainon looked away as the scene in the seer’s vision played out in 
the meager candlelight ... only with Xeno, not Ilarion, the victim 
of the horrid, slow-acting poison.

“I don’t understand.” Ilarion hovered over his young bride, 
smoothing at her face. The girl was pale, her lips quivering, and her 
eyes wide with terror—and filled with something else.

Loss, Mainon knew. She shook her head and glanced back at the 
quivering Xeno. For the briefest of moments Mainon considered 
slitting the seer’s throat to end his suffering. Her fingers tightened 
around her dagger. She could…she should—

Then all thoughts of mercy fled as Mainon felt the hot, fiery 
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sensation of a blade thrust in her back and swiftly and painfully 
removed. Whirling and dropping to a crouch, she saw Erleene step 
back, holding a thorn knife dripping with blood, its curving and 
scalloped edges intended to inflict serious damage going in and 
worse coming out.

The agony centered in Mainon’s back had a pulse to it, and she 
felt her clothes grow warm and sticky with her blood. Erleene smiled 
slyly and shifted so she could keep watch on Mainon and Ilarion.

“What? What is the meaning?” Ilarion shouted. Out of bed, 
he put his back up against a wall, glancing fearfully between the 
two women. 

“Xeno and your bride, they hatched the plan to have you 
assassinated,” Mainon said. A wave of weakness crashed through 
her and she concentrated to stay on her feet. “It would be expected, 
really, someone trying to prevent your houses from joining and 
from you becoming more powerful.”

“By hiring you,” Erleene spat, “and by you catching an assassin 
yesterday, my beloved Xeno could convince you any threat was 
passed.” She swept in and lashed out, revealing she had a reasonable 
skill with the weapon.

But she was not as skilled as the assassin. Mainon gathered 
her magic and focused it on her wound. She possessed no healing 
enchantments, but she could mask at least some of the hurt. In 
that same instant she twisted and avoided Erleene’s lunge, twisted 
again and got behind her, slashed down to hamstring the bride.

Erleene screamed in pain and outrage, fell to her knees and 
waved the knife in front of her in an effort to keep Mainon at bay. 
But the assassin continued her assault; she had to be quick, before 
the blood loss felled her. She whirled and came up on Erleene’s 
side and drove the dagger forward, aiming for the bride’s arm and 
striking her near the wrist, the force of the blow sending the blade 
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in bone deep and lodging it there. A shriller scream and Erleene’s 
fingers opened and the thorn knife clattered to the floor. Mainon 
swept up the knife and backed toward Ilarion as she caught her 
breath.

“Quite the wife you have,” Mainon hissed.
The noble stared blankly, his face pale, eyes wide with surprise, 

sweat thick on his forehead. “I…I thought the threat had vanished,” 
he said weakly. “By the gods, I was blind. The real threat was Xeno 
and Erleene. They wanted me dead after the ceremony.”

“When we’d think the threat had been dealt with,” Mainon 
said. She was feeling stronger, likely because the magic was tamping 
down more of the pain. She needed the aid of a healer—very soon, 
and she knew of one in the city below.

“Help me, husband,” Erleene said. She tried to stand, but instead 
collapsed onto her side. “Help, please. You’re wrong. I meant you 
no harm.”

Ilarion shook his head. “She would inherit all my holdings, 
making her house unrivaled in power. And she would still have…
him.” He looked at Mainon. “So I hire you again, assassin. Finish 
my wife while she is down. An easy kill.” His lip curled. “I will not 
be married to someone who wants me dead.”

Erleene sobbed. “No! Please…”
Mainon looked from Ilarion to Erleene. The young woman 

should be able to recover from her wounds given time. Then she 
glanced at Xeno, his body still twitched in agony from the lethal 
poison, albeit barely. The would-be killer took his last gasp and 
stilled.

“My obligation to you is over,” Mainon said. “You hired me to 
kill one assassin, and only one. As for your wife, I think you can 
manage the task yourself.” 

It was time for her to leave while she still could.
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Mainon tucked the thorn knife in her belt, padded to the 
sobbing Erleene, who looked up with wet, fearful eyes. She stepped 
on the bride’s hand for leverage and pulled her dagger free. Erleene 
screamed and wept.

“An easy kill,” Mainon said. She certainly would welcome more 
gold from the noble for doing the simple task herself. But in all the 
years Mainon had worked as an assassin, she’d never made a man 
a widower; she had a personal code. “Too easy.”

She slipped from the chamber and down the stairs, still losing 
blood, feeling the warm stickiness against her back growing. 
Crossing the grounds was laborious, despite all traces of her pain 
gone it did nothing to diminish her weakness. Climbing onto her 
horse—and securing the bag of gold from the noble—was onerous. 
Mainon fought to stay conscious as she led her mount into the city 
and toward the harbor.

A healer lived there, one who was not terribly expensive.
One who had helped her a few times before.
Mainon would regale the healer with a tale of the wedding.
She had never cared for them, too much fuss, too many people, 

though the feasts were typically good. From her vantage she could 
look back and see the manor, its lantern lights aflicker.

“’Til death do they part,” she said, and looked toward the sea.


